Uranium migration lengths in Opalinus Clay depend on geochemical gradients, radionuclide source term concentration and pore water composition
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Abstract. Safety assessments of highly radioactive waste disposal sites are done based on simulation of radionuclide migration lengths through the containment providing rock zone. For a close to real case situation, the present model concept established for uranium is derived from the hydrogeological evolution and geochemical and mineralogical data measured at the deep geothermal borehole Schlattingen including the effect of geo-engineered barriers on the source term. In the Schlattingen area, the Opalinus Clay is tectonically undeformed compared to the Mont Terri anticline and represents the geochemical and temperature conditions at the favoured disposal depth. The geochemical conditions are more or less constant with slightly decreasing concentrations of pore water components towards the footwall aquifer. Uranium migrates less compared to the Opalinus Clay system at Mont Terri, where gradients of pore water geochemistry towards the embedding aquifers are more pronounced. This means, stable geochemical conditions with no or low concentration gradients are to be favoured for a safe disposal since migration lengths strongly depend on spatial and temporal variation of the hydrogeological and geochemical conditions within the host formation. The engineered barriers reduce the source term concentration what, in turn, is associated with a decrease in uranium migration. Stable geochemical conditions further enable the application of the \( K_d \) approach to estimate the impact of the barriers. The hydrogeological system must always be considered when quantifying radionuclide migration.

1 Introduction

Safety assessments of disposal sites for highly radioactive wastes are done based on the quantification of potential radiological impacts on human health and the environment (IAEA, 2012). For this, radionuclide migration through the containment providing rock zone (CRZ), e.g. the rock unit hosting the waste containers and surrounding low permeable formations (> 100 m thickness), needs to be simulated for time periods of up to one million years. Thereby, potential spatial and temporal hydrogeochemical changes within the entire rock zone and their associated impacts on the transport processes as well as the multi-barrier system of common disposal concepts need to be considered (IAEA, 2003). In this context, reactive transport modelling is a powerful tool to cover the required scales and to quantify transport processes as a function of geochemical and mineralogical variations.

The meaningfulness of the migration lengths resulting from reactive transport simulations highly depends on the model concept, used input and thermodynamic data. In the case of uranium in the Opalinus Clay system at Mont Terri (Switzerland), previous numerical studies have shown that the range extends from 5 m using experimentally determined transport parameters in a diffusion model following Fick’s laws (Joseph et al., 2013b; Hennig, 2022), over 50 m using process-based approaches and taking hydrogeology into account (Hennig and Kühn, 2021b), up to 80 m depending on the thermodynamic data set used (Hennig and Kühn, 2022). This range emphasises the uncertainty associated with reactive transport simulations and how strongly migration lengths can be over- or underestimated, respectively, which might have direct consequences for the safety of a potential dis-
positional site. However, these results are maximum scenarios because geochemical gradients are present at Mont Terri due to the diffusive exchange between the CRZ and its surrounding aquifers over millions of years and the geo-engineered barriers were not considered. For the disposal of highly radioactive waste, an area that is tectonically less or undeformed compared to the Mont Terri anticline and at a greater depth is favoured (IAEA, 2003). Therefore, the hydrogeological setting at Mont Terri as well as the geochemical and temperature data might not be representative for potential disposal sites. For instance, recent pore water data from the Swiss favoured siting area in “Nördlich Lägern” indicates more or less stable geochemical conditions within the CRZ at a depth of around 850 m (Nagra, 2022). Furthermore, the geo-engineered barriers shall retain the radionuclides within the near-field as long as possible by a minimization of their release from the spent fuel and their migration into the host rock. In the Swiss disposal concept for highly radioactive waste (Nagra, 2021), for instance, the geo-engineered barriers comprise of thick-walled steel containers and bentonite or a bentonite/sand mixture as backfill material for the tunnels. This, in turn, would lead to a decreased source term concentration compared to the one previously used. Consequently, a realistic model concept includes the effect of multiple barriers on the mobility and the hydrogeological setting.

Besides Switzerland, many countries in Europe, such as France, Belgium, Hungary and Germany, have chosen or consider argillaceous formations for the disposal of highly radioactive waste. For instance, the retention behaviour of uranium in the Callovo-Oxfordian Clay (France) has been investigated in batch experiments under various conditions relevant for highly radioactive waste disposal (Montavon et al., 2022). It has been shown that the sorption capacity of the clay formation can vary significantly depending on the investigated geochemical conditions, in particular redox potential, pH, partial pressure of CO$_2$ ($p$CO$_2$) and calcium concentration. Accordingly, the results obtained in this study might also be relevant for other clay formations with similar pore water geochemistry.

The migration of uranium as main component of spent fuel in the Opalinus Clay, the chosen host rock for the disposal of nuclear wastes in Switzerland, is used as an example for the quantification of radionuclide migration close to a real case situation. Therefore, the conceptual model already applied to simulate the present-day pore water chemistry profile measured at Mont Terri (Hennig and Kühn, 2021b, 2022) is now transferred to the region of the deep geothermal borehole Schlattingen, which is in vicinity to one of the three sitting areas in Switzerland (“Zürich Nordost”; Nagra, 2022). At Schlattingen, geochemistry and mineralogy of the Opalinus Clay and surrounding formations have been intensively investigated and supplemented with hydrogeological knowledge from the exploration borehole Benken (Gimmi et al., 2007; Wersin et al., 2016, 2018), which provide a good database for the reactive transport simulations conducted in the present study.

2 Methods

One-dimensional reactive transport simulations are conducted with PHREEQC Version 3 (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013) using Fick’s laws, surface complexation and cation exchange to quantify diffusion and sorption processes of uranium as a function of pore water geochemistry and mineralogy. In a first step, the present-day pore water chemistry profile measured at Schlattingen is modelled and used in a second step as initial conditions for the subsequent simulation of uranium migration. The thermodynamic data set is based on the PSI/Nagra database version 12/07 (Thoenen et al., 2014) including the thermodynamic data for uranium published by the NEA (Grenthe et al., 2020) as well as a compilation of surface complexation data for the hydroxo-complexes of uranium to quantify sorption on the inherent clay minerals using the bottom-up approach (Marques Fernandes et al., 2015; Stockmann et al., 2017). This surface complexation data set was compiled in the context of an uranium sorption experiment (Joseph et al., 2013a) and has already been applied (Hennig et al., 2020; Hennig and Kühn, 2021a, b). Illite and montmorillonite are the cation exchange phases in the simulations, which are initially equilibrated with the pore water solution (Hennig et al., 2020). Further details on the integration of uranium sorption processes, all surface parameters and reactions as well as cation exchange reactions can be found in Table 1 of the supplement of Hennig et al. (2020). Ionic strengths of the pore waters within the CRZ as well as of the groundwaters do not exceed 0.5 mol L$^{-1}$ (Table 1), and therefore the Davies approach (Davies and Shedlovsky, 1964) is considered as appropriate to represent ion-ion interactions (Stockmann et al., 2017; Noseck et al., 2018). From the Schlattingen borehole, a temperature of 45 $^\circ$C was measured at a depth of 799–833 m (Wersin et al., 2016) corresponding to the transition from Brown Dogger to Opalinus Clay (Fig. 1). However, scoping calculations have shown that the effect of the higher in-situ temperature at Schlattingen compared to pore water data measured at room temperature is $< 5 \%$, except for alkalinity with a 35 % lower concentration (Wersin et al., 2016). Furthermore, from uranium diffusion experiments for different temperatures (25 and 60 $^\circ$C) it has been concluded that elevated temperatures increase diffusion but also sorption so that both compensate each other (Joseph et al., 2013b). Therefore, all geochemical calculations are conducted for a temperature of 25 $^\circ$C as in line with the database. The applied model constraints have been validated in previous studies.

Geochemical and mineralogical data of the Opalinus Clay at the area of the deep geothermal borehole Schlattingen (Wersin et al., 2016) is used as representative for conditions close to the suitable disposal depth (600–700 m) and tecton-
ically favourable and stable conditions (Nagra, 2002). The borehole is located around 9 km northeast from the deep exploration borehole Benken between the northern part of the Swiss Molasse Basin and the Tabular Jura (Gimmi et al., 2007; Wersin et al., 2016). Here, the sedimentary rocks are nearly horizontally bedded (Gimmi et al., 2007). At Schlattingen, mineralogical and pore water data of a 280 m thick low permeable section has been obtained among others by X-ray diffractometry, aqueous extraction, squeezing tests as well as $\text{pCO}_2$ measurements (Wersin et al., 2016). The CRZ consists of the Effingen Member (ca. 25 m), Brown Dogger (ca. 75 m), Opalinus Clay (ca. 120 m), Lias (ca. 50 m) and the upper part of the Keuper (ca. 10 m); considered borehole depth 733–1013 m, Fig. 1). Further informations on the analytical procedures are given in Wersin et al. (2013). For the clay minerals, an averaged composition (43 wt %, Fig. 1) based on measured values (Wersin et al., 2016) is used across the entire modelling domain since pore water geochemistry is more decisive for uranium migration than variations in the clay mineral quantity across a formation, for instance, as present at Mont Terri between the Opalinus Clay lithofacies (Hennig et al., 2020; Hennig and Kühn, 2021b; Hennig, 2022). Pore water data obtained from squeezed rock samples is a good representation of the in-situ conditions (Mazurek et al., 2015; Wersin et al., 2016) and has already been used as comparison in previous simulations of present-day pore water chemical profiles at Schlattingen (Wersin et al., 2018). Modelled profiles of cation and anion concentrations are based on and compared with published geochemical and mineralogical data.

The CRZ is surrounded by aquifers in the Malm and Keuper lithologies (Fig. 1). The original marine pore water is affected by water-rock interactions, such as dissolution and precipitation of minerals, as well as by diffusive exchange with the surrounding units of higher permeabilities (Wersin et al., 2016). The latter explains the slight decrease in the concentrations of the pore water components towards the underlying Keuper aquifer (Fig. 1). Concentration profiles of chloride and sodium are exemplarily given for all pore water components. Further, measured $\text{pCO}_2$ values are included since this is the governing factor for uranium speciation, and hence sorption (Joseph et al., 2011; Hennig et al., 2020; Hennig and Kühn, 2022). Besides cation exchange reactions with the inherent clay minerals that control the concentrations of the main cations, calcite and pyrite are omnipresent minerals. Both formed during early diagenesis and remain stable during all the burial history and govern the geochemical conditions within the pore water, namely pH and redox conditions, respectively (Pearson et al., 2003, 2011; Lerouge et al., 2014; Wersin et al., 2016, 2018). Celestite is present as cement in some silty lenses and as fills in fractures in Opalinus Clay from Mont Terri (Lerouge et al., 2015; Pekala et al., 2019) and from the Benken borehole (Lerouge et al., 2014). It seems to be present during all the diagenesis process and most likely constrains the sulphate concentration since squeezed waters are close to equilibrium (Wersin et al., 2016, 2022). Therefore, equilibrium with calcite, celestite, pyrite and magnetite as Fe(II)/Fe(III) mixed oxide, which is also observed in Opalinus Clay (Aubourg et al., 2021), is applied in our simulations to control pore water geochemistry as a function of $\text{pCO}_2$. For the $\text{pCO}_2$ a constant value of $10^{-2.3}$ bar is chosen because measured values only show minor variations across the CRZ (Fig. 1). The knowledge on the hydrogeological conditions and paleohydrogeological evolution is based on extensive studies from the nearby Benken borehole since the situation at Schlattingen is not well known (Gimmi et al., 2007; Wersin et al., 2018). In the overlying Malm aquifer, the chemistry mirrors a mixture of freshwater and marine components based on data from Benken with fairly stagnant, and thus constant, conditions over the last one million years (Wersin et al., 2018). The underlying Keuper aquifer was likely flushed with meteoric water within the last 0.5–1 Ma (Gimmi et al., 2007), which is also valid for the Schlattingen site (Wersin et al., 2018). Therefore, we choose an activation time of the Keuper aquifer 0.5 Ma ago (Fig. 1). According to Wersin et al. (2018), the composition of the Malm aquifer equals the top sample of the Effingen Member, whereas the Keuper groundwater composition is taken from the Benken borehole. The initial pore water composition in the CRZ prior to the activation of the aquifers is assumed to correspond to the maximum values measured today (Wersin et al., 2016, 2018). The latter was activated around 0.5 Ma ago, whereas the groundwater in the Malm is characterised by stagnant, e.g. no flow, conditions. Present-day pore water chemistry profile is exemplary shown by measured sodium (light blue) and chloride (dark blue) concentrations as well as by the partial pressures of carbon dioxide ($\text{pCO}_2$, red; Wersin et al., 2016). Boundary conditions are kept constant (Dirichlet boundary).

Figure 1. The conceptual model consists of the containment providing rock zone (CRZ, green box), which is surrounded by the aquifers in the Malm and Keuper (blue boxes). According to Wersin et al. (2018), the latter was activated around 0.5 Ma ago, whereas the groundwater in the Malm is characterised by stagnant, e.g. no flow, conditions. Present-day pore water chemistry profile is exemplary shown by measured sodium (light blue) and chloride (dark blue) concentrations as well as by the partial pressures of carbon dioxide ($\text{pCO}_2$, red; Wersin et al., 2016). Boundary conditions are kept constant (Dirichlet boundary).
Table 1. According to Wersin et al. (2018), the initial composition of the Malm aquifer at the hanging wall boundary equals the uppermost sample in the Effingen Member, whereas the groundwater composition in the Keuper aquifer at the footwall boundary is taken from measurements at the nearby Benken borehole. Values are given for equilibrium with the mineral assemblage for the given pCO$_2$ (indicated by $^*$). CRZ = containment providing rock zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (mg L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Malm aquifer</th>
<th>CRZ</th>
<th>Keuper aquifer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH$^*$</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCO$_2$ (log bar)</td>
<td>$-2.2$</td>
<td>$-2.3$</td>
<td>$-1.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na$^+$ (g L$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl$^-$ (g L$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K$^+$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca$^{2+}$$^*$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$^{2+}$</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr$^{2+}$$^*$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_4^{2-}$$^*$</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionic strength$^*$ (mol L$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

et al., 2016), which are in equilibrium with the mineral assemblage (Table 1). Accordingly, resulting concentrations, as given in Table 1 for CRZ, are initially equal across the modelling domain and represent the starting point for the simulation of the pore water chemistry. That means, the boundary condition at the bottom, i.e. the water composition of the Keuper aquifer, changes to the concentrations given in Table 1 and diffusive exchange between Keuper aquifer and CRZ is modelled for 0.5 Ma. Consequently, the hydrogeological system needs to be taken into account for the assessment of radionuclide migration.

Values for porosity, grain density, water content as well as clay mineral quantities are assumed to be constant throughout the CRZ. The corresponding values are averaged based on the Schlattningen data (Wersin et al., 2016) and are given in Fig. 1. The distribution coefficient $K_d$ (m$^3$kg$^{-1}$) is defined as ratio between the species concentration adsorbed on the solid phase and present in the liquid phase. It is calculated as observable from the PHREEQC results and used to outline potential differences of the sorption capacity. Diffusive transport is quantified using Fick’s law. For modelling the present-day profile of the pore water chemistry, the pore diffusion coefficient $D_p$ (m$^2$ s$^{-1}$) of tritiated water (HTO) at 45 °C is used (value 1.77 × 10$^{-10}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$). This value was calculated by Wersin et al. (2018) from the averaged experimental values, which were measured at room temperature from Schlattningen Opalinus Clay samples, following the correction procedure described by Van Loon et al. (2005). For the subsequent simulation of uranium migration, a $D_p$ of 1.72 × 10$^{-11}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ is used as determined by Joseph et al. (2013b) in an uranium diffusion experiment with Opalinus Clay. In the geochemical system of the Opalinus Clay, uranium is mainly present as U(VI) with the ternary complex Ca$_2$UO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$ as predominant species (Joseph et al., 2013b). This was verified by time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy in the frame of a batch sorption experiment (Joseph et al., 2011) and is also in line with previous geochemical simulations, which used the same thermodynamic data as in this study (Hennig and Kühn, 2022). Thus, the predominant species is consistent between experiments and modelled system. Since physico-chemical parameters are assumed to be constant, this also applies to the diffusion coefficient.

Engineered barriers, e.g. waste canisters and backfill material, shall avoid radionuclide migration into the host rock, and thus reflect the source term. This is integrated by using a reduced concentration of 10$^{-7}$ and 10$^{-8}$ mol L$^{-1}$ compared to the maximum value of 10$^{-6}$ mol L$^{-1}$ (Joseph et al., 2013b; Hennig et al., 2020; Hennig and Kühn, 2021b, 2022). The uranium source term to mimic the failed high-level waste canisters is integrated about in the centre of the model (depth of 140 m from contact Effingen to Malm corresponding to 870 m below surface, Fig. 1) by a mineral equilibrium with uraninite together with pyrite so that uranium can migrate in both directions.

3 Results

3.1 Modelling of pore water chemistry profile

Present-day profiles of cation and anion concentrations at Schlattningen are modelled based on measured data from the deep geothermal borehole and the knowledge on the hydrogeological conditions and paleohydrogeological evolution gained from studies at the nearby Benken borehole (Gimmi et al., 2007; Wersin et al., 2016, 2018). Simulation results are exemplary shown for the main components of the pore water, sodium and chloride (light and dark blue lines), as well as for the constituents governing uranium speciation (Table 2, Hennig et al., 2020; Hennig and Kühn, 2022): strontium (orange line), magnesium (green line), calcium (red line) and pH (purple line, Fig. 2). Alkalinity (not shown) is more or less constant with concentrations around 120 mg L$^{-1}$ with higher concentrations towards the adjacent formations (< 240 mg L$^{-1}$). Modelled pH increases from around 7.2 at the the centre of the CRZ (depth of 870 m below surface or 140 m from contact Effingen to Malm, Fig. 1) to values of approximately 7.4 and 7.6 towards the Malm and Keuper aquifers, respectively. Simulated redox conditions are almost stable with pe values around −2.8 at the centre and of −3.2 towards the aquifers. Corresponding $E_H$ values range from −170 to −190 mV. As can be seen in Fig. 2, simulations match well with the profiles of the major cations and anions. With relative Root Mean Square Errors (rRMSE) between 5%–16%, simulated pore water chemistry profile coincides well with measured data, and thus is considered as initial condition for the simulation of uranium migration.
T. Hennig and M. Kühn: Uranium migration in Opalinus Clay depends on hydrogeochemical system

In the geochemical system of the Opalinus Clay, iron is mainly present as Fe(II), sulphur as S(VI) and uranium as U(VI). As can be seen from Table 2, speciation of iron is dominated by Fe$^{2+}$, of sulphur by SO$_4^{2-}$ and of uranium by the ternary complex Ca$_2$UO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$. Besides sulphate, the speciation of sulphur is characterised by complexes with the main cations, sodium, calcium and magnesium. In addition to the neutral ternary complex, uranium also forms anionic complexes with calcium, magnesium and carbonate. Fe(III), S(II) and U(IV) species make up <1 %, and thus are considered as zero.

3.2 Uranium migration decreases with source term concentration

Uranium diffusion and sorption processes are modelled for a simulation time of one million years using geochemical and mineralogical data from the Opalinus Clay at Schlattingen, which is close to the Swiss target area. Different source term concentrations were used in the scenarios to consider the effect of the multi-barrier system on the release of radionuclides from a highly radioactive waste disposal site. Furthermore, resulting migration lengths are compared with diffusion simulations using an experimentally determined $K_d$ value for uranium in Opalinus Clay (Joseph et al., 2013b) and the maximum source term concentration of 10$^{-6}$ mol L$^{-1}$ (Hennig, 2022) as well as with a previous simulation study for the Mont Terri system (Hennig and Kühn, 2022). Simulated migration lengths of uranium correspond to the distance once the natural background concentration is reached, which is approximately 2.5 nmol L$^{-1}$ (Pearson et al., 2003).

Depending on the source term concentration, uranium migration ranges between 7 and 16 m (Fig. 3). With decreasing source term concentration, uranium migrates less far through the formation (Fig. 3). Maximum migration distance is 16 m after one million years. Each decrease in the source term concentration by one order of magnitude is associated with a reduced migration of 4–5 m. However, compared to the simulations using experimentally determined transport parameters with a maximum of 6 m, ura-

---

Table 2. Main redox state and speciation of the redox-sensitive elements are exemplarily given for the pore water composition at the centre of the model (depth 870 m below surface). Across the modelling domain, Mol-portions (%) of the individual species deviate by ±1 %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Redox state</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Mol-portion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FeSO$_4$</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>SO$_4^{2-}$</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NaSO$_4$</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CaSO$_4$</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MgSO$_4$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Ca$_2$UO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CaUO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_2$</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg(UO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_4^{-}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 2. Simulated profiles of major cations and anions (solid lines) coincide with measured concentrations (dots, Wersin et al., 2016) with a maximum deviation of 16 %. Dashed lines indicate geochemical conditions after a simulation time of 1 Ma. rRMSE = relative Root Mean Square Error.

Figure 3. Simulated migration lengths of uranium decrease with source term concentration. The simulation using the experimentally determined transport parameters (dashed line) underestimates uranium migration compared to the reactive transport simulations (solid lines). Only a section of the entire CRZ is shown. For comparison, the simulation results for the Mont Terri system by Hennig and Kühn (2022) are also given.
Final uranium migration is underestimated in any case, independent of the source term concentration. Calculated and experimentally determined $K_d$ values differ by one order of magnitude. Calculated $K_d$ values are more or less constant across the entire CRZ. The modelled profiles of major anion and cation concentrations did not change significantly within the simulation of one million years (dashed lines, Fig. 2). Compared to the Mont Terri system with a maximum migration length of 80 m (Fig. 3), uranium migration is less by a factor of 5 in this study. In the Mont Terri system, anion and cation concentrations decrease more strongly towards the adjacent aquifers, here exemplarily shown by chloride (Figs. 3 and 2). The effect of the engineered barriers on migration lengths can be quantified with up to ±10 m.

4 Discussion

For an application close to reality, uranium migration is quantified for different source term concentrations to consider the potential effect of the geo-engineered barriers on resulting migration lengths. Furthermore, resulting migration lengths are compared with Fick’s diffusion simulations using an experimentally determined $K_d$ value as well as with results obtained for the hydrogeochemical system at Mont Terri (Hennig, 2022). Mineralogical and geochemical data from the Opalinus Clay system at the Schlattingen borehole, which is close to the favoured disposal site in Switzerland, is used.

The hydrogeological system around the Opalinus Clay at Schlattingen is characterised by stable geochemical conditions in space and time. In contrast, at Mont Terri, concentrations of pore water components decrease towards the embedding aquifers with pronounced gradients in the profiles (Pearson et al., 2003; Mazurek et al., 2011; Hennig and Kühn, 2021b). Therefore, the profiles of cation and anion concentrations measured at Schlattingen are more or less constant within the CRZ (Wersin et al., 2016, 2018), in particular within the Opalinus Clay formation (Fig. 2). This is due to the different hydrogeological setting and paleohydrogeological evolution. At Mont Terri, hanging and footwall aquifers are flushed with meteoric water due to the Jura folding and associated erosion history (Pearson et al., 2003; Mazurek et al., 2011). Diffusive exchange between the formations is estimated to be active since 6 Ma (Mazurek et al., 2011). At Schlattingen, only the aquifer in the Keuper is active for a much shorter geological period of 0.5 Ma (Gimmi et al., 2007; Wersin et al., 2018). Furthermore, the concentration differences between groundwaters in the aquifers and pore waters in the adjacent formations are less pronounced at Schlattingen (Table 1) compared to the situation at Mont Terri (Hennig and Kühn, 2021b). Thus, pore water concentrations in the Lias decrease only slightly at Schlattingen (Fig. 2). The shape of the modelled pH and calcium profiles (Fig. 2) can be explained by the boundary conditions with respect to the different values for the fixed $p\text{CO}_2$ (Table 1) combined with the applied mineral equilibria. Further, the results indicate that geochemical conditions do not change significantly during the simulation time of one million years (dashed lines, Fig. 2). However, it has to be noted that this is a rough estimate based on our simplified conceptual model and only valid for the applied boundary conditions. The picture will change, for instance, in case the Malm aquifer is flushed with meteoric water with lower ionic strength. Accordingly, geochemical gradients are less pronounced in this study for Schlattingen compared to Mont Terri due to the different hydrogeological setting. The system stays stable over geological time scales as long as the groundwater composition in the Malm and Keuper do not change significantly.

The maximum uranium migration distance is 16 m after one million years. Simulations conducted for the same $p\text{CO}_2$ of $10^{-2.3}$ bar used in this study showed for the geochemical Opalinus Clay system at Mont Terri migration distances between 12–20 m depending on the litho-facies, e.g. shaly or carbonate-rich (Hennig et al., 2020). For the same source term concentration of $10^{-6}$ mol L$^{-1}$, the presented results fit well into this range. In contrast, taking into account the hydrogeological system at Mont Terri and associated gradients in pore water concentrations, the maximum migration length of uranium was 80 m within one million years (Hennig and Kühn, 2022). This emphasises the potentially huge impact of the hydrogeological system. Instead, for the present study, the $K_d$ values are constant during the simulations and along the migration path due to the stable geochemical conditions. Accordingly, observed migration lengths strongly depend on spatial and temporal variation of hydrogeological and geochemical conditions within the CRZ. Further, stable geochemical conditions, e.g. without or with low concentration gradients, enable application of the $K_d$ approach to quantify radionuclide migration since sorption capacity does not change within such a system. Nevertheless, such $K_d$ values are system specific for the geochemical conditions. Using experimentally determined transport parameters underestimates migration by ±10 m (Fig. 3). This is related to the difference in $p\text{CO}_2$ between laboratory ($10^{-3.4}$ bar) and in-situ ($10^{-2.3}$ bar). With increasing $p\text{CO}_2$, uranium forms more ternary complexes in solution (Table 2) what, in turn, decreases sorption (Hennig et al., 2020). Consequently, the geochemical conditions present in-situ must always be determined. Lower geochemical gradients are associated with shorter migration lengths into the host rock, and therefore are to be favoured for a safe disposal of highly radioactive waste in argillaceous formations.

A reduced source term concentration resulting from geoengineered barriers leads to shorter migration lengths. Theoretically, the multi-barrier system, which in common concepts consists of metal canister and tunnel filling made of bentonite (Nagra, 2002; IAEA, 2003), shall minimize the release of radionuclides from the spent fuel as well as their migration into the host rock. This effect is assessed in scenar-
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5 Conclusions

Uranium migration for a close to real case situation is quantified using input data from the deep geothermal borehole Schlattingen, which is near the targeted area in Switzerland. For this, the present-day pore water chemistry profile at Schlattingen is modelled first and used in a second step as initial condition for the subsequent simulation of uranium migration for one million years. In order to integrate the effect of the multi-barrier system, reduced source term concentrations are used. In the Schlattingen area, the Opalinus Clay is tectonically undeformed compared to the Mont Terri anticline and represents the geochemical and temperature conditions at the favoured disposal depth. Within the 280 m thick CRZ, which is embedded between the aquifers in the Malm and Keuper, the geochemical conditions are more or less constant with a slight decrease towards the Keuper aquifer. Measured profiles of cation and anion concentrations are confirmed by the simulations. Resulting migration lengths are compared with simulations using experimentally determined transport parameters and for the geochemical system at Mont Terri.

Migration lengths resulting from reactive transport simulations strongly depend on spatial and temporal variation of the hydrogeological and geochemical conditions within the CRZ. At Mont Terri, geochemical conditions change towards adjacent aquifers. This is associated with a decrease in sorption capacity, and hence farther migration of uranium with a maximum of 80 m. In contrast, the geochemical conditions at Schlattingen are stable with a maximum migration distance of 16 m. Consequently, no or low concentration gradients are to be favoured for a safe disposal of highly radioactive waste in argillaceous formations.

Reduced source term concentration resulting from ge-engineered barriers leads to shorter migration lengths. Diffusion processes are governed, among others, by the concentration gradient along the transport pathway. Therefore, a lower gradient as established by the multi-barrier system is associated with less diffusion. Migration lengths of uranium decreased from 16 m for the maximum source term concentration (10⁻⁶ mol L⁻¹) to 7 m for the lowest concentration (10⁻⁸ mol L⁻¹). Thus, each decrease in the source term concentration by one order of magnitude is associated with a reduced migration of 4–5 m. For stable geochemical conditions, such as present at Schlattingen, this effect can be estimated by the application of the $K_d$ approach.

We conclude that the hydrogeological system must always be considered in safety assessments since adjacent aquifers have a major impact on the pore water geochemistry, and hence sorption processes. This can be seen from the comparison between Mont Terri and Schlattingen for the example of uranium migration in the Opalinus Clay. In relation to the simulations using experimentally determined sorption parameters, migration is underestimated in any case, and therefore sorption processes always need to be determined.

https://doi.org/10.5194/adgeo-62-21-2023

for the in-situ geochemical conditions. Since sorption processes, and hence migration lengths, are mainly governed by the geochemistry, the results might also be relevant for other argillaceous formations with similar pore water geochemistry.
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